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Becker LLC Announces the Opening of a California Office
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Becker LLC announces the opening of a California office this Fall. The office
will be located in Newport Beach and will provide the firm with a footprint to
service clients across the State of California. Joseph G. Harraka, Esq., a
Member of the firm and the California bar, will lead the office.

firm’s and our staffing client’s strategic
interests.”

“The opening of the California office is particularly important to the firm’s
staffing industry practice. Over the last decade, the firm has become a
leader in that industry and has developed a national practice representing
close to 100 staffing brands across the country,” said Martin L. Borosko,
Managing Member of the firm and Staffing Group Co-Chair. “Obviously,
California is a key state in the staffing industry and having an office
in California advances both the firm’s and our staffing clients’ strategic
interests.”
Becker counsels staffing firms on all of the major strategic and operational
legal issues impacting their businesses. In this regard, the firm offers advice
on corporate structuring, mergers and acquisitions, HR, regulatory
compliance, on-boarding, off-boarding, compensation strategies and plan,
client contracts, risk management and employment and other litigation.
Becker already has an established footprint on the East Coast with offices in
strategic locations such as New York City and Philadelphia. “The new office
gives us greater access and exposure to our growing client base in the
western half of the United States,” noted Timothy J. Szuhaj, Staffing Group
Co-Chair. “We look forward to continuing to deliver value-added services to
our clients in California and throughout the West,” he added.
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ABOUT BECKER LLC

Becker is a premier mid-market firm recognized as a leader in the staffing
industry. The firm provides forward thinking, mission critical advice to staffing
industry entrepreneurs and management on high stakes, complex legal
matters as well as day-to-day matters and long-terms plans.
For more information, visit www.bmstaffing.com.
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